**Abstract:** This study describes the development of a new globally gridded climate data record (CDR) for daily outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) using the High-Resolution Infrared Radiation Sounder (HIRS) sensor. The new product, hereafter referred to as HIRS OLR, has several differences and advantages over the widely-used daily OLR dataset derived from the Advanced Very High-Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) sensor on the same NOAA Polar Operational Environmental Satellites (POES), hereafter AVHRR OLR. As a CDR, HIRS OLR has been intersatellite-calibrated to provide the most homogeneous record possible. AVHRR OLR only used the daytime and nighttime overpasses from a single satellite at a time, which creates some challenges for resolving the large diurnal cycle of OLR. HIRS OLR leverages all available overpasses and then calibrates geostationary estimates of OLR to represent that cycle more faithfully. HIRS also has more spectral channels, including those for measuring water vapor, which provides a more accurate measure of OLR. This difference is particularly relevant for large-scale convective systems such as the El Niño–Southern Oscillation and the Madden–Julian Oscillation, whereby the HIRS OLR can better identify the subtropical variability between the tropical convection and the extratropical teleconnections.
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**1. Introduction**

Outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) is one of the World Meteorological Organization’s (WMO’s) essential climate variables and is a key component of the earth’s radiation budget. OLR is also a critical proxy for tropical convection. In clear regions, OLR values are high in association with the emissions from the hot tropical surface. In cloudy regions, OLR is related to the cloud-top temperature, with higher clouds producing lower values of OLR. That relationship makes OLR a viable proxy for convection and even precipitation in the tropics, since more vigorous convection produces taller clouds with colder tops and thus lower OLR.

Liebmann and Smith [1] developed a daily OLR product in 1996, based on the NOAA National Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information Service (NESDIS) operational OLR product [2], that used the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) sensor on the NOAA Polar Operational Environmental Satellites (POES). These satellites are sun-synchronous, so they see most points on earth twice a day through the course of 14 orbits. Liebmann and Smith used the afternoon (1430) satellite...
when available. Gaps in coverage were filled through an iterative spatiotemporal interpolation scheme. Because of the strong diurnal cycle of OLR, the daytime and nighttime overpasses were interpolated separately, and then the resulting complete grids were averaged together. The data were provided on a daily 2.5° global grid with complete coverage from 1979 to the present. This dataset will be referred to hereafter as AVHRR OLR.

The AVHRR OLR was one of the first available globally complete gridded proxies for daily clouds or rainfall. As a result, Liebmann and Smith’s [1] short 3-page paper has been cited over 1500 times. Many of those citations use it to identify tropical convective variability. A landmark paper by Wheeler and Kiladis [3] calculated the zonal wavenumber–frequency power spectrum of AVHRR OLR and showed that many of the peaks in spectral power occur along dispersion curves for linear shallow water equatorial waves [4,5]. Another large peak was associated with the Madden–Julian Oscillation (MJO) [6], the dominant mode of subseasonal variability in the tropics. The MJO was first discovered in the spectral analysis of zonal wind data in tropical radiosondes [7], but its close association with convection was shown soon thereafter [8]. As a result, the industry standard for identifying and tracking the MJO, the Real-time Multivariate MJO (RMM) index [9], uses a combination of zonal winds and AVHRR OLR.

This paper describes a new daily gridded OLR dataset that was recently developed as part of NOAA’s Climate Data Record Program. The new dataset uses a different sensor, the High-Resolution Infrared Radiation Sounder (HIRS), on the same NOAA POES satellites. HIRS produces a more accurate estimate of OLR by using more spectral channels that provide vertical structure information on the atmospheric temperature and water vapor in addition to the surface/cloud-top emission, whereas the AVHRR OLR retrieval depends solely on the surface/cloud-top emission information. Like many atmospheric observing platforms, the NOAA POES sensors were designed and maintained to support weather forecasting, which means they may not be ideal for climate analysis [10]. Both AVHRR and HIRS have evolved over the generations of satellites, yet even sensors designed on the ground to be identical may produce different results once in orbit. The original AVHRR did not account for these difference or other non-climatic changes such as shifts in the overpass time between satellites or even over the course of one satellite’s lifetime.

The new dataset, referred to hereafter as HIRS OLR, addresses many of the issues described above. Intersatellite calibration produces a more homogeneous record. It uses all available NOAA POES and MetOp satellites to maximize the coverage, and geostationary estimates of OLR are calibrated to the HIRS values to improve the fidelity of the diurnal cycle. In addition to these algorithmic changes, the HIRS sensor is sensitive to water vapor, which gives a more robust estimate of the OLR and the associated variations in tropical convection.

2. Materials and Methods

The multi-spectral OLR estimation method was developed by Ellingson et al. [11] and uses narrowband radiance observations from the High-Resolution Infrared Sounder (HIRS) to estimate TOA total longwave flux. Vigorous validation efforts were performed for the HIRS OLR estimation technique against broadband observations derived from the Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE) and the Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES) [12,13]. Details of the HIRS sensor can be found in the NOAA Polar Orbiter Data (POD) User’s Guide [14], the NOAA KLM User’s Guide [15], and the C-ATBD for the HIRS OLR climate data record (CDR) [16].

The multi-spectral OLR estimation technique has been adapted successfully to the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES)-Sounder [17] and GOES-Imager instruments [18]. These studies have shown that this OLR estimation algorithm can reliably achieve an accuracy of about 4–8 W m⁻² for various instrument types, with biases (precision) that are within the respective radiometric accuracy of the reference instruments. The HIRS OLR algorithm has been implemented to generate the NESDIS operational HIRS OLR product since September 1998, and the OLR products retrieved from operational geostationary satellites are implemented as part of the operational GOES
Surface and Insolation Product (GSIP) [19]. A variant of this method has been developed for the GOES-R Advanced Baseline Imager instrument [20].

The main components of the HIRS OLR algorithm include the HIRS radiance calibration, OLR retrievals (polar-orbiting HIRS and geostationary imagers), the HIRS/Imager OLR blending procedure, and the temporal integration that determines the daily mean OLR at each 1° × 1° grid box.

The OLR diurnal variation is explicitly resolved with geostationary satellite observations. The GridSat CDR product [21] provides the inter-calibrated and limb-corrected brightness temperatures for window and water vapor channels. The GridSat OLR is estimated with an algorithm adapted from the AVHRR OLR algorithm [2]. In addition to the Imager Window channel observations, the water vapor channel observations are also used to increase accuracy. The GridSat OLR is calibrated against the HIRS OLR retrievals to remove regional biases and to maintain absolute radiometric accuracy [18].

The HIRS/Imager OLR blending procedure performs the inter-calibration of the HIRS and Imager OLR, the temporal interpolation for missing data (e.g., for orbital gaps over the tropics), and the daily integral. This is carried out over a “7-day boxcar” for each of the 1° × 1° grid boxes, where the “7-day boxcar” is a moving boxcar unit spanning 7 days, centered on the target day. The length of the moving boxcar is chosen because the estimation errors in the Imager OLR mainly originate from deficiencies in water vapor variation information. The boxcar needs to be short enough to identify the transient variations but long enough to provide sufficient data for reliable calibration. For the spatial aspect, the calibration is performed over each one-degree grid box opposed to the full disk scope such that regional and scene-dependent Imager OLR bias errors can be determined. The application of the moving boxcar at each grid box enables the inter-calibration procedure to remove Imager OLR biases localized in both space and time, while maintaining continuity in the bias adjustment.

The HIRS OLR production uses multi-platform observations that require critical data merging techniques to achieve consistency and continuity. The critical components are the OLR retrieval and the temporal integral.

2.1. OLR Retrieval

Obtaining consistent OLR retrievals from all satellites is achieved through two controlling factors: (1) consistent OLR regression models and (2) inter-satellite calibration.

The coefficients for OLR regression models are satellite/instrument-specific. Since the coefficients are derived from a common set of simulations, the OLR regression models for different satellites and instruments would have consistent error characteristics if the instruments were not changed. However, due to the variations in channel specifications for HIRS-2, 2I, 3 and 4, the modification of the OLR regression model formulation is necessary, but this results in inconsistencies in their regression error characteristics. These in turn interfere with inter-satellite calibration procedure and reduce the robustness of the inter-satellite calibration results. The new v2.7 OLR models use radiance observations available to all versions of HIRS instruments that significantly improved the consistency of OLR retrievals and the accuracy of the inter-satellite calibrations [22]. By contrast, the OLR regression models used in the NOAA NESDIS Operational HIRS OLR production were optimized for individual versions of the HIRS instruments, without considering the time series continuity.

The inclusion of extra opaque high cloud in the radiation simulation datasets extends OLR samples in the low-end range. The OLR regression residual behavior is much improved when the non-linear radiance predictor terms are included. The combined effect is the elimination of biases at the high and low end of OLR values, particularly for the low end. The consistency in the residual behavior between OLR models and the removal of low-end biases helps to secure the inter-satellite calibration that primarily relies on polar data due to collocation limitations.

2.2. Temporal Integral

Sun-synchronous polar orbiters have low temporal sampling rate: twice a day for each satellite for the tropics and midlatitudes. The daily OLR can err by as much as 100 W m⁻² locally if diurnal
variation is not accounted for accurately. However, the daily diurnal variation is too transient to be described by static diurnal models. The geostationary observations, with a 15-min to 3-hourly refresh rate over full disk domains, can be used to provide the OLR diurnal variation information needed for accurate daily OLR determination.

The atmospheric window channel is common to the Imager instruments aboard all geostationary satellites, while some have a 6.7 \( \mu \text{m} \) water vapor channel [23]. We can estimate OLR from these observations, although with uncertainties about 3 to 4 times larger than those of HIRS OLR retrievals because of the lack of atmospheric vertical structure information in Imager observations.

A blending procedure merges HIRS/Imager OLR data for the daily OLR determination. Since the HIRS OLR retrieval has higher precision and is considered as the absolute radiometric reference, the Imager OLR is adjusted towards the HIRS OLR within a processing unit termed “7-day boxcar” on the grid-by-grid basis (Figure 1).

The blending procedure involves the following steps:

1. HIRS OLR (Figure 1, red points) is gridded as hourly data time stamped at the middle of the hour; Imager OLR (Figure 1, black stars) is gridded as 3-hourly data, stamped at the nominal hours, 00Z, 03Z, \ldots, 21Z;
2. Seven-day boxcar data is constructed with HIRS and Imager OLR data;
3. Inter-calibration for HIRS OLR is applied, with average HIRS OLR if observations occupy the same hour box;
4. The Imager OLR (spline) is interpolated to hourly bins and coincident HIRS/Imager pairs are constructed for use in Imager to HIRS calibration;
5. Linear regression is generally used to calibrate the Imager to HIRS. However, it may not always yield reliable results, e.g., when the OLR variance is low (leads to poor signal to noise ratio), or when the fitting has relatively low confidence. To avoid introducing a faulty calibration, a straight offset (i.e., forced with slope one) is applied for any of the following scenarios:
   a. HIRS OLR variance is too small (STD < 20 W m\(^{-2}\));
   b. The explained variance by the linear regression is less than 50%;
   c. When the number of data points of calibration pairs is less than 7.
6. The Imager OLR data is adjusted (Figure 1, blue diamonds) and now reaches the same absolute radiometric level as in HIRS;
7. Imager OLR is combined with HIRS OLR to form a single hourly time series (Figure 1, red curve);
8. Trapezoidal rules are applied over all available data (at a 3-hourly or better sampling rate) to derive the integral for the target day. The target day is the center (4th day) of the 7-day boxcar (Figure 1, green vertical lines).

This process effectively removes scene-dependent biases in the Imager OLR retrievals. The 7-day temporal window provides a sufficient number of coincident samples for Imager-to-HIRS calibration while keeping the origins of the biases locally in both space and time (e.g., water vapor variation). It also allows the estimation of a daily mean when HIRS is not available (e.g., due to orbital gap or missing orbits) on the target day, once the imager OLR data and its calibration information are available. This procedure essentially eliminates the need for spatial filling for orbital gaps, which can cause relatively large errors even with the optimum interpolation method. The daily temporal integral can then be accurately determined with all the available OLR data, the HIRS and the calibrated Imager OLR, at a 3-hourly or better temporal sampling interval.
3. Results

3.1. Validation

Figure 2 compares the HIRS OLR with CERES OLR estimates from the CERES EBAF (energy balance and filled) Ed2.6r and SYN1deg-day Ed3A products. The CERES EBAF product provides monthly averages of top of the atmosphere radiative fluxes at $1^\circ \times 1^\circ$ resolution. The CERES SYN1deg product, also at $1^\circ \times 1^\circ$ resolution, incorporates radiative fluxes estimated by Imager observations on geostationary satellites to improve temporal integration accuracy for the diurnal variations. The validation campaign was performed in 2014. The HIRS daily OLR CDR dataset provides global coverage from January 1979 to the present, but with some missing days, mostly in 1985, due to HIRS instrument malfunctions on the NOAA-9 satellite.

Global anomalies are shown on the left (Figure 2a,c), and the tropical (20°S–20°N) anomalies are shown on the right (Figure 2b,d). The top row (Figure 2a,b) compares monthly averages of the HIRS OLR with the CERES EBAF OLR product. Similarly, the bottom row (Figure 2c,d) compares the daily values of HIRS OLR with the CERES SYN1deg OLR product. The OLR anomalies (blue and red curves) show strong agreement on both timing and amplitude of the variability between the two products. The difference curves (green) confirm that agreement. The trends of the OLR anomaly differences
for the global and the tropical domains are 0.03 ± 0.09 W m⁻² per decade and 0.28 ± 0.10 W m⁻² per decade, respectively, at 2-sigma level, which satisfies the stability requirement for climate quality data: ±0.3 W m⁻² per decade [2]. Disagreements between HIRS and CERES daily OLR were relatively larger in the 2000–2002 pre-Aqua (TERRA-only) period. This is due to the limitation in the number of observations that were available to the CERES daily OLR. The standard deviations of the differences of the two products clearly demonstrate this effect (see Figure 10b in [16]).
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**Figure 2.** Top: Comparison of monthly OLR anomalies between the daily OLR climate data record (CDR) (blue) and the Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES) energy balance and filled (EBAF) OLR product (red) over the (a) global and (b) tropical 20S-20N domains. Bottom: Comparison of daily OLR between the daily OLR CDR (blue) and the CERES SYN1deg OLR product (red) over the (c) global and (d) tropical 20S–20N domains for the 2000–2012 period. The green curves are for their differences. The y-axes are (a) −3 to + 2 W m⁻², and (b–d) −7 to + 5 W m⁻².

### 3.2. Comparison

Figure 3 shows the 1981–2010 climatological differences in mean and variance of the HIRS and AVHRR OLR datasets (contours) overlaid with the HIRS values (contours). The difference is calculated by interpolating the 1.0° HIRS OLR data onto the same grid as the 2.5° AVHRR OLR. As may be expected, both the mean and variance are largely driven by differences between the intense convection in the monsoons and ITCZ regions compared with the drier subtropical subsidence zones. The mean OLR is lowest in regions of deep clouds, which have much colder tops than the warm land and ocean below. Variance is the opposite. Convection naturally has a large degree of variability, and this is accentuated by the large differences in OLR between the intermittent clear and cloudy periods at any given point.

HIRS generally has higher values of OLR, especially in the subtropics, as indicated by the red shading. These differences are primarily driven by the scene-dependent biases in AVHRR OLR retrieval and the differences in radiometric calibration references adopted by the two algorithms. Meanwhile, HIRS has lower variance within the convective regions. This difference likely relates to the inclusion of...
a water vapor channel in the HIRS sensors. The decreased OLR from humid columns of air provides some intermediary values between clear and cloudy conditions. On the other hand, the variance is more similar between the two datasets in the subtropical subsidence regions. Here, the typical lack of clouds would hamper the variability in AVHRR OLR, while HIRS may be able to detect water vapor signatures from variations in the strength of that subsidence.

Figure 3. Comparison of mean (a) and daily variance (b) between HIRS and Advanced Very High-Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) OLR. The difference is shaded and the HIRS average is contoured. Gray shading masks regions where the differences are not statistically significant at the 95% level.

Figure 4 shows these differences with histograms comparing collocated HIRS and AVHRR data for various latitude bands. Consistent with Figure 3a, HIRS generally has higher values of OLR than AVHRR, hence most of the data falls to the right of the diagonal (black line). The relationships are somewhat nonlinear, however, with a stronger bias at the higher (>250 W m\(^{-2}\)) and lower values (<200 W m\(^{-2}\)). The bias also varies with latitude. It is most pronounced for higher values in the tropics (20°S–20°N) and subtropics (20–40°), particularly in the Southern Hemisphere. These differences are caused by the retrieval biases in AVHRR OLR, which is known to be too low within the trade wind inversions in the tropics [24]. AVHRR’s insensitivity to water vapor leads to the incorrect accounting of its effect on OLR. The bias is also larger for lower OLR values at higher latitudes (40°–90°), especially
in the Southern Hemisphere because of the discontinuity between earth surface and air temperatures over the cold and dry Antarctica (especially during the night time). This discontinuity misleads the window–channel-only AVHRR algorithm to produce too low OLR estimates [24].

One popular application of OLR data has been in identifying the MJO and equatorial waves [3,25,26]. Figure 5 shows the differences in the zonal wavenumber–frequency spectra between HIRS and AVHRR OLR. The spectrum of OLR is generally red, with the highest power at lower frequencies and wavenumbers (Figure 5, top row, contours). HIRS is even redder with somewhat higher power at low frequencies and wavenumbers and less power at smaller scales. These differences are generally not statistically significant (gray shading) except for some of the reduction of small-scale power for the component of the signal that is anti-symmetric about the equator (Figure 5, top left).

Wheeler and Kiladis [3] showed that dividing these spectra by a smoothed estimate of the red background highlighted these modes more clearly. The contours in the bottom row of Figure 5 show the resulting normalized power for HIRS OLR, while the shading shows differences between the normalized spectra for the two datasets. Similar to the total spectral power (Figure 5, top row), AVHRR has somewhat stronger power at the lower frequencies and wavenumbers associated with the MJO and convectively coupled equatorial Rossby (ER) waves. However, these differences are again not statistically significant. As in the total spectra, the normalized spectra show a small but statistically significant difference in the anti-symmetric spectrum for periods less than 2.5 days and eastward propagating wavenumbers higher than 10.
The largest difference between the spectra for AVHRR and HIRS occurs with a period around 9 days and an eastward propagating wavenumber of 14. This power relates to a known spurious signal in the AVHRR data caused by the satellites’ orbital precession projecting onto the diurnal cycle. The HIRS OLR dataset eliminates this issue by using geostationary GridSat data to more faithfully resolve the diurnal cycle.

Figure 5. Differences between the zonal wavenumber–frequency power spectra for (a,c) anti-symmetric about the equator, (b,d) symmetric about the equator, (a,b) total power and (c,d) normalized by the red background. Shading indicates the difference between HIRS and AVHRR and contours indicate the values for HIRS. Gray shading masks regions where the differences are not statistically significant at the 95% level. Black lines denote the theoretical shallow water dispersion curves for various equatorial waves [4,5].

Figure 6 compares the geographic distribution of wave-filtered variance for four of the key subseasonal-to-seasonal tropical modes: low-frequency variability with periods longer than 120 days often associated with ENSO, the MJO, convectively coupled atmospheric Kelvin waves, and convectively coupled equatorial Rossby (ER) waves. Low-frequency variability (Figure 6a) is naturally maximized with ENSO in the equatorial Pacific. The differences are primarily in the subtropical regions, particularly those flanking the equatorial Pacific, where HIRS has more variability than AVHRR. This
difference is again not surprising since HIRS is sensitive to variations in water vapor in these generally cloud-free subsidence regions. The MJO map is similar (Figure 6b). The variability is enhanced in the Indo–Pacific warm pool, but the differences are largest in the subtropical regions. The MJO has substantial interactions with the extratropical circulation, and HIRS ability to identify MJO variability in these transition regions may improve the identification of those interactions [27].

The differences between HIRS and AVHRR are subtler for Kelvin and ER waves (Figure 6c,d). Kelvin variance maximizes in the ITCZ regions. However, these waves move eastward with roughly the same scale and eastward phase speed as extratropical Rossby waves. The Kelvin filter cannot distinguish these systems in OLR, so the Kelvin variance actually increases in the extratropics. The overall differences in variance are small between the two sensors, however. AVHRR has a little more Kelvin signal over the eastern Pacific and tropical Atlantic, while HIRS has more associated

Figure 6. Variance for each tropical subseasonal mode (contours) and the difference between HIRS and AVHRR (shading). (a) Low-frequency, (b) MJO, (c) Kelvin waves, and (d) ER waves. Gray shading masks regions where the differences are not statistically significant at the 95% level.

The differences between HIRS and AVHRR are subtler for Kelvin and ER waves (Figure 6c,d). Kelvin variance maximizes in the ITCZ regions. However, these waves move eastward with roughly the same scale and eastward phase speed as extratropical Rossby waves. The Kelvin filter cannot distinguish these systems in OLR, so the Kelvin variance actually increases in the extratropics. The overall differences in variance are small between the two sensors, however. AVHRR has a little more Kelvin signal over the eastern Pacific and tropical Atlantic, while HIRS has more associated
with extratropical systems near Africa. ER waves are unique in that their variance peaks off the equator near 20° latitude. The differences are again small, but HIRS has somewhat more power than AVHRR.

4. Conclusions

This manuscript describes a new CDR for daily OLR from the HIRS sensors. This dataset is compared with the previous industry standard, the AVHRR OLR from NOAA ESRL and CPC [1]. Both datasets use sensors on the sun-synchronous NOAA and MetOp polar orbiting satellites. However, they have several key differences both in the sensors’ uses and in how the data are processed.

Both the AVHRR and HIRS sensors have evolved somewhat over the nearly 40 years of the NOAA POESS series. Even sensors designed identically cannot avoid some variance in their actual measurements. For these reasons, the HIRS OLR CDR includes intersatellite calibration to produce a climate-quality homogenous dataset.

The AVHRR OLR exclusively uses the twice-daily overpasses from one satellite at a time. The strong diurnal cycle of tropical convection poses a challenge to producing a representative daily average from these satellites. It also leads to the orbital precession of the satellite aliasing onto the AVHRR OLR spectra (Figure 5). The new HIRS OLR CDR confronts these challenges by calibrating geostationary OLR estimates using the HIRS data and then using the daily average of the combined time series. This method also eliminates the need to interpolate gaps between overpasses, as these are instead filled with the calibrated geostationary data.

The most significant difference is in how OLR is calculated from each sensor. HIRS has water vapor channels that AVHRR does not. That means AVHRR is primarily sensitive to the temperature at the top of the clouds or at the surface in clear columns. Since water vapor is an important greenhouse gas, HIRS provides a much more accurate representation of the radiation budget. The inclusion of water vapor also has important implications for identifying tropical convection. AVHRR can essentially only see clear or cloudy, but HIRS can distinguish between moist and dry clear columns. This difference is particularly important in the subtropical subsidence regions.

The differences in the subtropics are particularly strong for the two primary modes of tropical subseasonal-to-seasonal variability: the MJO and ENSO (Figure 6). The variations with ENSO play a significant role in the interannual global radiation budget [28]. For the MJO, the subtropical variability can be a critical bridge between the tropical convection and its extratropical impacts [27]. Ongoing research is investigating how best to leverage these signals to improve subseasonal-to-seasonal forecasts for extratropical teleconnections.

The archive of the daily OLR CDR v1.2 data sets in NetCDF4 format—spanning from 1 January 1979 to the present (doi:10.7289/V5SJJHH2) [29], its technical documentation (C-ATBD) [16], and the associated production source codes and ancillary data—are publicly available at the NOAA NCEI CDR Program web site: https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/cdr/atmospheric/outgoing-longwave-radiation-daily. The near real-time update of the daily OLR CDR product can be found at http://olr.umd.edu.
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